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The Calder Quartet offered a provocative concert at EMPAC Saturday night, which began with the East Coast Premiere of Don Davis' "Vexed

Man." This five-minute work, inspired by a sculpture of a tortured but humorous face created by 18th-century Messerschmidt, was a

complete delight. Beginning with crescendoing insectile shrieks and offering a dictionary of string effects, the music was far too interesting

to be so short.

The next treat was Five Movements for String Quartet, Op. 5 by Anton Webern, played with ultrasensitivity by the quartet, the quietest

muted sections being feather-soft, along with more boisterous sections.

As the concert progressed, it became obvious that the program was choreographed toward greater and more powerful playing, and wider

range until culminating in the monumental "Death and the Maiden" Quartet No. 14 by Franz Schubert. This is a glimpse into the care and

musicality the group displays. The Calder Quartet towers above every other string quartet this reviewer heard this year (or any other year).

Each player intensely listens and watches the others, especially the first violinist, and the group sounds as one organism. Never out of tune

or rhythm, with amazing dynamic range verging on the impossible, phrasing with elegant nuance, and dramatic and gutsy playing as well as

tender delicacy, this group has it all. Plus it has the musicality to perform in any style, ultramodern as well as classical.

The quartet brought out the polyphony in The "Spring" Quartet No. 14 in G major by Mozart, which contained a boisterous group of fugues,

along with earlier lurching chromatic lines and sweet melodies so well executed that one was sorry when it was over.

But the tour de force of the evening came with the last work. EMPAC presented a performance art evening a few weeks ago which centered

around the "Death and the Maiden" theme, and asked that the Calder Quartet perform the whole work on their upcoming concert. This

seemed a strange request for an avant-garde venue like EMPAC, but it ended up being the strongest piece of the evening.

The second movement uses the "Death and the Maiden" art song theme in a long set of variations. Cellist Eric Byers gave a deep, stirring

rendition of the melody at one point. Benjamin Jacobson was outstanding as first violinist, with wonderful high melodic filigrees above

the others.

One did not want the Schubert to end even after 40 minutes, and that says everything about the Calder Quartet.

Priscilla McLean is a freelance writer and composer/performer.
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